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Ealing, Hammersmith and West London College students get a
competitive advantage in the jobs market
This year’s crop of Ealing, Hammersmith and West London College students can
look forward to the best possible preparation for their careers and gaining
employment with help from ReedNCFE.
Reed have a fantastic reputation for staff recruitment which has been built up over
many years. Their partnership with NCFE, a large qualification awarding body, offers
a deep understanding of the relevance of modern qualifications in today’s job
market.
Reed NCFE’s team of job preparation professionals have moved into their own
‘work experience hub’ at Hammersmith and Fulham College, and will offer outreach
services to Ealing Green, Acton and Southall Community College.
Ray Shilling, Executive Director - Business Development and Planning at Ealing
Hammersmith and West London College says: “The success of our students is at
the centre of every initiative we take, it is our intention to support our students in
getting relevant work experience whilst on course, then going on to gain
employment within their chosen profession, progressing onto an apprenticeship or
else some taking up further training.
“The approach we take ensures our students are ‘Ready to Work, Ready to Learn’.
The partnership will mean that our students are completely prepared for the world
of work and have the sort of core work skills that employers are looking for to take
their organisations forward.”
Tom Millar, Managing Director of Reed NCFE says: “I am delighted that Reed NCFE
is working with Ealing Hammersmith & West London's College. This is an ideal time
and place to increase the number of apprenticeships as London businesses are
expanding and also because there are lots of new construction and development
projects in the area. Reed NCFEwill help prepare the College’s students for those
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opportunities and will help bridge the gap between the world of education and the
world of work.”
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